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A photo never lies?
We all know the expression ‘a photo
never lies’ and those of a certain age
will know exactly what is meant. In
these days of Computer Generated
Imagery (CGI) and Photoshop, many
realise that a picture can be as far

from the truth as the skill of the manipulator.

Yes but what has this got to do with Cranes & Access – I hear 
you say?

Well about a month ago the BBC ran a programme called ‘Richard
Hammond’s (the little one from Top Gear) Journey To The Centre Of
The Planet’. You may have been one of more than five million to see
it, including the images with Hammond in the basket of a large
boom lift, moving in front of a giant graphic of the earth, without 
a harness.

Several readers pointed this with comments such as “all the work
on safety harnesses and ‘the Clunk Click campaign appears to be a
waste of time”.

We were also surprised and asked some questions.

This is the reply we received from a BBC Spokesperson:

"The BBC takes health and safety issues in the workplace extremely
seriously. As many of the sequences featuring the crane in Richard
Hammond's Journey To The Centre Of The Planet were CGI and shot
against a green screen, Richard did not in reality go above six feet
when he was in the crane. A representative from the crane hire
company was on set at all times to ensure we complied with health
and safety regulations and advised that Richard did not need a har-
ness for the shots where he was filmed in the crane."

So the picture lied – Hammond was only a few feet off the floor! But
that’s not the point. To all those watching the programme he was
operating a boom lift without a harness on national TV – not the
safety image we want to portray.

It is all very well being clever and ‘faking’ shots with CGI and green
screen, but they should still be ‘correct’ where possible. Given that
the BBC likes to do things right it would have taken very little effort
for Hammond to have put on a harness – particularly as a ‘how the
programme was made’ clip shows that harnesses were supplied
with the platform. 

The ‘Beeb’ wouldn’t dream of filming a car test without Hammond
wearing the seat belt. And its building programmes always include
hard hats and hi-viz vests – even where there is no risk of falling
material or moving vehicles.

So sorry BBC you got this one wrong. 

Oh and please stop calling a work platform a crane!

Mark Darwin

Please mail, email or fax any comments you may have, to the editor, 
stating if we may publish them or not.
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